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India Science Wire - highlighting Indian science in Indian media

The coverage of science and technology particularly relating to research done in
Indian research institutions, is generally very poor in Indian media. There are
several reasons for this situation, one of them being the lack of credible and
relevant science content. In order to bridge this gap, Vigyan Prasar launched a
unique initiative - India Science Wire (ISW) – in January 2017.
The news service is dedicated to developments in Indian research laboratories,
universities and academic institutions. Almost all news stories released by this
service are based on research papers by Indian scientists published in leading
Indian and foreign journals. All news stories and features are written and edited
by a team of professional science journalists with decades of experience in
science journalism.
News stories based on happenings in Indian research labs are released to media
houses on a daily basis. These stories are also uploaded on ISW website and are
simultaneously promoted though social media – Twitter and Facebook. At
present, the service is available in English and Hindi.
Reach out ISW Editor with story ideas, comments and suggestions at
indiasciencewire@gmail.com

ISW website: http://vigyanprasar.gov.in/isw/isw.htm
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नवोददत ले खकोों के दलए दवज्ञान सोंचार से
जु ड़ी नई पुस्तक
प्रदू षण से भ़ी बढ़ रह़ी है रोगजनक
बैक्ट़ीररया में प्रदतरोधक क्षमता
लवण़ीय भू दम में भ़ी हो सकेग़ी कद् दू क़ी
अच्छ़ी पैदावार
प्रदतरक्षा तोंत्र से जुडा है ऑब्सेदसव कम्पलदसव
दिसऑिड र का सोंबोंध
हृदय रोदगयोों के दलए भ़ी फायदे मोंद हो सकता
है योग
अरहर क़ी जों गल़ी प्रजादतयोों से दमल सकत़ी हैं
बेहतर दकस्में
कायाड लयोों के भ़ीतर पड रह़ी है वायु प्रदू षण
क़ी मार
भू जल दोहन से जल स्तर में कम़ी के साथ बढ़
रहा है काबडन उत्सजड न
क़ीटनाशकोों के दनयोंदत्रत उपयोग में मददगार
हो सकते हैं सेल्यूलोज नै नो फाइबर
आसेदनक ग्रस्त क्षे त्रोों के दलए भारत़ीय
वैज्ञादनकोों ने दवकदसत दकया ट् ाों सजे दनक
चावल
नवाचार के दलए 31 छात्रोों को दमला इग्नाइट
अवािड
ट़ीब़ी क़ी श़ीघ्र पहचान के दलए नय़ी पऱीक्षण
दवदधयाों
वैज्ञादनकोों ने खोज़ी भारत में पाढ़ा क़ी दु लडभ
प्रजादत
प़ीओप़ी अपदशष्ट के दनपटारे के दलए नय़ी
ईको-फ्रेंिल़ी तकऩीक
बचपन से दवकदसत होने लगता है लैं दगक
पूवाड ग्रह
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AGRICULTURE

Changes in livestock breeding needed to boost A2 milk: study
The frequency of A2 casein is high in indigenous breeds of India as compared to that of exotic,
indicating an opportunity for Indian dairy industry to explore

By Sanghamitra Deobhanj Last Updated: Thursday 01 November 2018

Milk proteins account for nearly 4 per cent of the milk components, and are categorised into two groups –
casein, and whey protein. Credit: Getty Images

With increase in awareness of health and food quality, A2 milk is gaining popularity
worldwide, and its demand is on the rise in Indian market as well. Pure A2 type milk and
milk products can provide better health benefits to consumers and also increase income of
livestock farmers.
A study done by scientists at Centre for Technology Alternatives for Rural Areas of Indian
Institute of Technology Bombay, and Central Island Agricultural Research Institute, ICAR,
Port Blair, has evaluated the status of beta-casein type of milk protein in Indian cattle, and
suggested changes in livestock breeding to promote A2 type milk.
6

Milk proteins account for nearly 4 per cent of the milk components, and are categorised into
two groups – casein, and whey protein. Caseins constitute 80 per cent of the milk proteins,
and supply amino acids, carbohydrates, calcium and phosphorus. Beta-casein type constitutes
nearly half of total caseins and exhibits 12 genetic variants, of which A1 and A2 are most
common worldwide. A1 beta casein is undesirable due to its negative health implications like
diabetes, coronary heart disease and arteriosclerosis, while A2 beta casein is preferred for
human consumption as it does not cause such adverse impacts.
Researchers said the prevalence of A1 gene types in the cattle in India can be attributed to
crossbreeding programmes. There is presence of large crossbred cattle populations and higher
proportions of the A1 type gene in exotic animals. Therefore, they say, careful screening of
animals and fine-tuning of breeding programmes should be done to drift herds towards the
preferable A2 genotype.
Though A2-predominant indigenous cattle populations exist in India, most breeding
programmes depend on A1 cattle. Previous studies have indicated that the frequency of A2
casein is high in indigenous breeds of India as compared to that of exotic, indicating an
opportunity for Indian dairy industry to explore. Therefore, screening of all semen stations in
the country is essential for genotyping of their bulls to produce certified A2 semen, say the
researchers.
For genetic testing, scientists collected blood samples of cows from the Cattle Holding Farm,
which is a central dairy training-cum-demonstration unit for farmers at Dollygunj, Andaman
and Nicobar Islands. The Andaman station was chosen for its geographical isolation and
limited free movement of animals to facilitate tracking and traceability. Here the most
common variant of beta casein was A2, followed by A1. The genomic DNA was extracted
from processed samplesby enzymatic digestion.
The team performed polymerase chain reaction, which is a technique to make many copies of
a specific DNA region, in a test tube. The product was then purified, digested, resolved and
analysed. Scientists said screening of individual animals is necessary to make a valid claim

7

regarding the genotype of the cattle and potential for obtaining highquality milk in terms of
beta-casein.
―The absence of any official standards and certification procedures in the country for the
claim of A2 milk and milk products aggravates the situation from a food safety perspective as
their produce cannot be certified and consumers are left with limited options,‖ commented
Ashish Kumar, one of the researchers.
The research team include Bakul Rao, Associate Professor, and Ashish Kumar of Indian
Institute of Technology Bombay, and Arun Kumar De, Scientist of Central Island
Agricultural Research Institute, ICAR, Port Blair. The result of this research has been
published in journal, Current Science. (India Science Wire)
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Wild blood fruit may be domesticated
By AuthorIndia Science Wire | S Suresh Ramanan | Published: 4th Nov 2018 10:38 pm

Jammu: Blood fruit is a woody climber and it is very popular among tribes in the
Northeastern States, Andaman and Nicobar islands and Bangladesh. The fruit is not only
tasty and rich in anti-oxidant but is also a good source of dye for the local handicraft industry.
Now researchers have developed a standard nursery protocol for its propagation.
The plant grows wild in forests and over the years, due to growing demand for its fruit, it has
been indiscriminately harvested from natural forests. This has affected natural regeneration
and it is now considered a critically endangered species. The new research will help in blood
fruit to be grown in agricultural fields or home gardens, so that it is conserved even while
being continued to be used as a source of nutrition and dye.
The nursery protocol has been developed by researchers from Central Island Agricultural
Research Institute, Port Blair; ICAR Research Complex for North Eastern Hill Region,
Barapani and College of Agriculture in Tripura.
Due to its limited distribution, researchers collected fruits from the Middle Andaman Islands
and Tripura to conducted seed germination studies. They found that seeds had dormancy
issues and had to be treated for obtaining healthy seedlings in large numbers.
The scientists also extracted and studied pigmentation in blood fruit. Among the different
solvents tried for extraction, they found that dimethylsulphoxide was the best solvent to
9

extract chlorophylls and total carotenoids. More studies are underway to characterise the red
colour property of the fruit, said Dr Pooja Bohra, a member of the research team, while
speaking to India Science Wire.
The group is also working on methods to improve seed longevity and post-harvest storability
of fruits. ―We are already distributing seedling to farmers in Andaman and Nicobar Islands to
promote commercial scale cultivation‖, she added. The plant, which goes by the biological
name of Haematocarpusvalidus, flowers once in a year. The main fruiting season is from
April to June. Initially, the fruits are green in colour and they turn blood red on ripening
giving the name ‗Blood Fruit‘. Generally, the fruits from the Andaman Islands are much
darker in colour compared to other sources. The genepool in the Andaman Islands can be lost
due to natural calamities and promoting its cultivation can ensure the conservation of this
species.
Besides Dr Pooja, the research team included Ajit Arun Waman, and Debabrata Basantia
(ICAR-Central Island Agricultural Research Institute, Port Blair); Hidangmayum Lembisana
Devi (ICAR Research Complex for North Eastern Hill Region) and Ezekiel Reang (College
of Agriculture, Tripura). The findings have been published in journal Current Science.
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SMART SYRINGE-NEEDLE INSPIRED BY INSECTS
PROMISES PAINLESS, SKIN-FRIENDLY SHOTS
INDIA SCIENCE WIRE NOV 05, 2018 12:04 PM IST
Inspired by mosquito and honeybee stings, scientists are trying to design a smart syringe
needle that promises to be painless as well as skin-friendly while delivering medicine into the
bodies of patients.
A group of scientists working at Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)-Ropar and Ohio State
University have jointly studied stingers of wasps, honeybees, and mosquitoes. They
examined the structure and mechanical properties of the stings and also mechanical behaviour
during insertion of wasp and honeybee stingers as well as piercers in the mosquito.
By understanding how insects penetrate their stings into the skin, scientists hope to develop
painless and non-damaging needle-syringe system. The piecing process has been studied
through material properties of bee and wasp stingers, and mouthparts of mosquitoes.
Honeybees and wasps sting their prey to release venom into them. Honeybee uses a pair of
barbed stylets which move back and forth sliding upon each other while being stung into the
prey. Wasps and bees release the venom when one stylet constantly slides over another, thus
creating a pressure difference.

A honeybee stinger sticking out from the skin after a sting. Image: Getty/File image
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Mosquitoes use proboscis, a feeding organ, to suck blood from victims. Vibratory motion of
proboscis helps reduce insertion force which, in turn, helps in sucking blood with minimum
deformation of tissue. The proboscis is a long sucking mouthpart in insects which has a tubelike structure and is also flexible.
The study found that the unique structural and functional features of wasp and bee stingers
are reasons responsible for painless piercing. These special features include the presence of
gradient material which makes up the stinging part, numbing agent secretion or venom which
is put into the skin of prey, saw-like or toothed design at the tip of sting organ and
characteristic motion of the stinging part. In bees and wasps, a constant sliding motion of
stylet pair creates a negative pressure which automatically deposits venom into the skin via
sliding stylets.
Similarly, mosquito piercing is painless due to vibratory insertions and sawtooth design of the
sucking part which is also known as fascicle and secretion of numbing agent. They can suck
blood very easily and imperceptibly by creating a low pressure above. Blood gets sucked in
without any pumping action.

The winning entry for the Nikon Small World microphotography competition in 2014 shows
the stinger of Vespula vulgaris, the common wasp. Image courtesy: Nikon Small World
―The design inspired from mosquito sucking mechanism can help us in making a painless
syringe needle system which can be used for taking blood samples from veins of patients
without causing any pain. Bee and wasp sting mechanism could help in developing a syringeneedle system, which can be used in painless drug delivery systems,‖ explained Dr Navin
Kumar of IIT-Ropar, while speaking to India Science Wire.
The structure of the stingers was analyzed using 3D computer-tomography and optical
microscopy. In addition, researchers studied static mechanical properties of stingers such as
variation of modules, hardness, and softness along the length, 3D linear and cross-sectional
area, sliding channels and venom path.
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The proposed design of microneedle has an indented or toothed design at the tip, with a fluid
passage running across. It also includes a numbing agent secretor which is enclosed within a
thick covering. It is made up of a viscoelastic material possessing material gradients both
horizontally as well as vertically.
The study results have been published in Scientific Reports and Journal of the Mechanical
Behaviour of Biomedical Materials.
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NGT nod for long awaited neutrino project
DR T V VENKATESWARAN / DR T R GOVINDARAJAN

Proposed site of INO. (Photo : INO)
NEW DELHI, NOVEMBER 5

The Principal Bench of the National Green Tribunal (NGT) has upheld the environmental
clearance earlier granted to the India based Neutrino Observatory (INO) project by the
ministry of environment, forests and climate change (MoEFCC).
The judgment states, ―it was correct on the part of the Environmental Appraisal Committee
(EAC) and the ministry to appraise the project at their level.‖ The environment ministry, it
said, has the legal and technical ―competence‖ to assess the INO project and upheld
theenvironmental clearance.
The application for environmental clearance of the project was referred to EAC by the State
Environment Impact Assessment Authority of Tamil Nadu as it preferred the centre to assess
a project of this nature. The ministry gave the clearance on March 5, 2018, but it was
challenged in NGT by Pooulagin Nanbargal. The organization also took objected to the
category under which the project was cleared.
The court reiterated that the INO must obtain approval from National Board for Wildlife and
that ―specific or general condition or recommendation made by the committees and expert
groups on Western Ghats ―will be mandatorily made applicable in the current project of INO
also.‖
Prof Vivek Datar, Project Director of INO said, ―the NGT has mentioned that INO has to get
clearance from the wildlife board before the project can be implemented which is reiteration
of the procedure for project clearances by MoEF&amp;CC. In fact, wildlife clearance has
been applied for about a year ago.‖
17

The INO is proposed to be housed in an underground lab below a rocky mountain in Tamil
Nadu. The proposed site is about 4.9 km from Mathikettan Shola bird sanctuary bordering
Kerala. Any major activity within five km from any wildlife sanctuary requires a specific
approval by the National Board for Wild Life.
―There is no stay on the environment clearance issued, but just a reiteration of the conditions
laid out in the clearance itself,‖ said Dr Datar. He said the project site was not within the
ecologically sensitive zone of Western Ghats and that ―only after obtaining wildlife clearance
we will approach the Tamil Nadu Pollution Control Board for final consent. The project will
be implemented only after this due process.‖
―Attempts to project the judgment as ‗stay‘ are part of fear mongering using pseudoscience
and misinformation,‖ added Prof. Indumathi of Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Chennai.
The elusive neutrinos are second most abound particles in the universe, yet as they are very
weakly interacting a lot more is to be understood about them. Recent studies hint at tiny mass
for all the three types of neutrinos known so far. Which of the three is massive and which is
lighter – the so-called mass hierarchy question - and are there anti-neutrinos or not, would
pave way for understanding why the universe is full of matter and very little ‗anti matter‘.
―The study of neutrinos is already taking us to physics beyond the standard model,‖ said Prof.
Indumathi.
The surface tunnel that will house the INO calorimeter would be like a rail or road tunnel, yet
false claims had been made that the blasting used for construction would weaken the dams
nearby, she added. ―Anyone with modicum of science can compute the energy that needs to
be released at the project site, if it has to impact on the dam. The blast energy attenuate is
close to inverse square law. It means more the distance, much less the vibrations.‖
The team has indigenously fabricated and tested one module of INO calorimeter. ―There will
be 600 such modules in the final project‖ says Prof Datar. The unit is successfully operating
and various parameters are being tested. Already number of students and teachers from
colleges and educational institutions in Tamil Nadu and other parts of India are benefiting.
The establishment of the INO lab would have a huge impact on the higher education in India
in addition to various technological spin offs.
(India Science Wire)
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Use your phone camera for real-time pollution check

By Jyoti Singh
New Delhi, November 5 (India Science Wire) : When the air quality in Delhi and other
cities in the north is deteriorating with pollution level touching ‗hazardous‘ mark, a new
mobile app promises to be of some help. The app, Air Cognizer, uses camera images to
estimate air pollution level in the vicinity. The idea has won its developer an award by the
US-based Marconi Society.
The app has been developed by a team from the Delhi-based Bharti Vidyapeeth College of
Engineering. ―It is a real-time air quality analytics application. Click an image either
through the smartphone camera or by the app camera. The image should be taken outdoors
with half of the image covering the sky and should be uploaded on the app. After this, the
user would get the air quality index of that locality,‖ explained Tanmay Srivastava, a team
member, while speaking to India Science Wire.
As soon as the image gets uploaded on that app, the underlying software starts extracting the
information from features of the image. By combining image processing with machine
learning, the app can generate estimates of air quality. The image features used for analysis
include how dark, intense or light is sky in the picture. After this the machine learning model
19

estimates the air quality index (AQI) of that location. As of now, the app is capable of
calculating air quality index, PM 2.5, SO2, ozone, temperature and humidity.
―The app uses government marked AQI – 0 to 500 - and tells the actual concentration along
with the AQI. The more one uses the app the better would be the results,‖ said Kanishk Jeet,
another team member. It took the team five months to develop the app beta version of which
can be downloaded from Google play store. Prerna Khanna is the third member of the team.
Two more innovative ideas have been awarded by the society under its Celestini Program
India. The second prize has gone to the team of Divyam Madaan and Radhika Dua, from
UIET Chandigarh, Punjab University. They have prototyped a website that provides 24-hour
forecast of air pollution in Delhi, advanced machine learning techniques. It can predict major
pollutant and causes (road traffic, industry emissions, or agricultural wastes) in every location
based on historical data. The website updates the information in real-time using Google
Cloud platform and Cloud ML engine.
The third team, also from Bharti Vidyapeeth College of Engineering, included Sidharth Talia,
Nikunj Agarwal and Samarjeet Kaur. They prototyped a low-latency platform to transmit
vehicle-to-vehicle alerts about potential road safety hazards or collisions using computer
vision techniques on Raspberry Pi and Xbee radio modules.
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SCIENCE

Wind Turbines Are Impacting Ecology in Western
Ghats
By Dinesh C Sharma 06 November 2018 TWC India

Wind energy, considered a clean source of energy, does have a carbon footprint and is also
known to disturb bird life. Now a new study done in the Western Ghats has found that wind
farms in biodiversity-rich areas can have deeper ecological consequences beyond already
known impacts.
The study has found that wind farms reduce the number as well as activity of predatory birds,
which in turn, results in an increase in the density of vertebrates like lizards on the ground.
And since lizards have less fear of being preyed by birds, they are becoming less stressful.
This means wind turbines are acting as new apex predators in the food chain in the local
ecosystem, says the study published in journal Nature Ecology & Evolution on Monday.
The predatory bird species affected include Buteo, Butastur and Elanus, and the lizard that
showed an increase in numbers is Sarada superba, a fan-throated lizard endemic to the area.
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The study was done in the Chalkewadi plateau in Satara district in the northern Western
Ghats, which is the site of one of the largest and longest-running wind farms in the region.
Large parts of the plateau and the adjacent valley are in the Sahyadri Tiger Reserve and
Koyna Wildlife Sanctuary. These protected areas do not have wind turbines, and were chosen
for comparison. Researchers found almost four times more predatory birds in areas without
wind turbines than around wind farms. They found more lizards around wind farms. This,
researchers said, can be attributed to there being fewer predatory bird attacks near wind
farms.
In order to record changes in the physiology of lizards, researchers measured hormonal stress
reactivity. They captured lizards and took blood samples, and quantified the level of the stress
hormone corticosterone. Blood samples were collected from lizards picked up from both sites
– areas with wind farm and area without wind farms. The lizards picked up in the wind farm
region had lower levels of the stress hormone and allowed humans to get closer before
fleeing, indicating that they experience less predation.
―Our central discovery is that wind turbines can act as top predators, by reducing the density
and activity of birds, their prey are now released from the typical level of predation. This
release causes a range of changes in lizards,‖ explained Dr Maria Thaker of Centre for
Ecological Sciences at the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, who led the research, while
speaking to India Science Wire.
The ecological findings from our paper were exciting because they showed that wind farms
are like top predators, and their impact can result not only in a decrease of bird activity
(which was known previously), but also an indirectly increase in the density of lizards, and
changes in the morphology, behaviour and physiology of those lizards. Adding or removing a
top predator has wide-scale consequences for ecosystems and our study shows that
anthropogenic structures can do just that.
The research team included Dr. Maria Thaker, Amod Zambre and Harshal Bhosale.
This article was originally published on India Science Wire.
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New algorithm may help heart patients in remote areas
The new algorithm promises to help transmit heart parameters even on a low bandwidth network and
make it easier for cardiologists to interpret the data

By Kollegala Sharma Last Updated: Tuesday 06 November 2018

The piece of software, researchers said, has been found to have low error rate –it may miss at the most one
heart beat in a hundred. It is also less expensive. Credit: Getty Images

Many heart patients need to keep a check on their health by regular monitoring of heart
parameters. In India, in every one lakh heart patients about 5,000 need such regular
monitoring. While portable devices are available to help continuously monitor status of the
heart, cardiologists who can interpret such data are mostly not available in rural
areas. Telemedicine can bridge this gap by helping transmitting the data to specialists over
telephone or other networks. But such transmission of this data – which is massive - requires
high bandwidth networks and a specialist to sift through it.
The new algorithm can address these problems. It can process enormous amount of data and
package sit in a way that it can be transmitted over a lower bandwidth networks. ―It not only
detects abnormal heart beat in the ECG, but also compresses this data so that it can be sent
easily over limited bandwidth internet available in rural areas. The compressed data can be
easily decompressed and interpreted at the other end,‖ explain the researchers.
23

The piece of software, researchers said, has been found to have low error rate –it may miss at
the most one heart beat in a hundred. It is also less expensive. The system can operate at even
a bandwidth of 33.6 bits per second. In addition, it makes diagnosis easier. ―The burden on
the specialist is reduced by at least 85.9% because he or she nowhas to only look at the
anomalies that have already been sifted apart by the algorithm,‖ researchers said.
The team has also developed an artificial intelligence (AI)-based procedure that combines
information like heartbeat and blood pressure with ECG data. The procedure mimicked the
human thinking process involved in analysing and combining multiple parameters into a
realistic diagnosis, using a form of computing called Artificial Neural Networking (ANN).
The algorithm was tested on available datasets and it gave accurate results. ―We are looking
at working with hardware groups to incorporate the algorithm into monitoring devices. We
are planning to conduct a field trial and an end-to-end system is expected to be available by
2020,‖ said Bolelpalli S. Chandra, a member of the research team.
The team included Professor Soumya Jana and Dr. C S Sastryfrom IIT-Hyderabad, and
Laxminarayana Anumandla, a cardiacsurgeon from Maxcare Hospital, Warangal. The
research results have been published in two journals IEEE Transactions on Biomedical
Engineering and Artificial Intelligence in Medicine. (India Science Wire)
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Bacteria from rotten pomegranate can be used for producing cellulose
By S Suresh Ramanan -November 8, 2018

Scientists at the Pune-based National Chemical Laboratory (NCL) have isolated a bacterial
strain from rotten pomegranate which promises to help produce bacterial cellulose on a large
scale.
Plants produce cellulose, an abundant biopolymer in the world, which is used for paper and
pulp production. Similarly, certain bacteria too can produce cellulose. Bacterial cellulose
have better physicochemical properties such as crystallinity, tensile strength, moldability and
larger surface area, since they are devoid of lignin and hemicelluloses material. These
characteristics make them suitable for biotechnological and biomedical applications like bone
and tissue scaffold material, wound dressing material and even as a drug delivery agent.
Conventionally, a bacterium named Komagataeibacterxylinus is used for producing bacterial
cellulose. Its genome was completely sequenced in 2018 which aimed at understanding the
cellulose production process. The bacterium and its strains produce good quality bacterial
27

cellulose. However, the yield is low and the cost of production is high, making it
unfavourable for large scale production.
The team of scientists from NCL screened different rotten fruits such as dragon fruit, mango,
orange, lime, banana and fig for alternative cellulose producing bacteria and cultured them
under laboratory conditions. They isolated a bacterium called K. rhaeticusPG2 from rotten
pomegranate which showed promising results.
The team assessed the feasibility for large scale production from the isolated strain using
different carbon sources like fructose, lactose, sorbitol, glycerol, etc. in the standard media.
They reported that the highest production was possible when glycerol was used as a carbon
source.

The research team involved in this study

―It normally costs Rs. 60 to produce approximately 9 grams of bacterial cellulose using
standard media. However, the strain we have found can give the same output using waste
glycerol in the media as carbon source for less than Rs.15,‖ said Dr Syed G. Dastager, leader
of the research team, while speaking to India Science Wire.
The research team also included Dr.Meghana N.Thorat. The results of the study have been
published in journal RSC Advances. The laboratory has also signed a memorandum of
understanding with Singhghad Dental College, Pune for its medical application, especially in
endodontics.
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Evergreen Shrub: A life saving plant

By Sunderarajn Padmanabhan Published on 8, November, 2018
A team of researchers at the Indian Institute of Technology-Roorkee, have developed a set of
fluorescent carbon nano-dots that promises to serve as a diagnostic-cum- therapeutic agent
for cancer.
The nano carbon material has been extracted from the leaves of rosy periwinkle plant
(sadabahr in Hindi), an evergreen plant that often growing out of crevices of walls. The roots
and shoots of this plant -Catharantus Roseus - are used in Ayurveda for treatment of several
diseases. Its extracts are used in traditional Chinese medicine for treatment of diabetes,
malaria and Hodgkin‘s lymphoma.
The researchers at IIT-Roorkee synthesised carbon nano-dots by heating the leaves in a
process called hydrothermal reaction. These nano-dots were found to exhibit strong
fluorescence, which makes them potentially suited for use in diagnosis and to mediate anticancer activity.
The nano-dots were tested in embryonic fibroblast cells of mouse. When incubated in the
presence of carbon nano-dot suspensions for a few hours, these cells showed fluorescence,
indicating that the carbon dots had entered the cells. The nano-dots then disrupted
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microtubule formation in the cell nuclei. Microtubules are the initiators of cell division, and
their inhibition prevents the duplication of cells and thus curtails their proliferation.
―With these nano-materials, we can identify cancer cells and track them by an imaging
system simultaneously as the cells themselves are being eradicated in a precise manner,‖ said
Dr. P.Gopinath, Assistant Professor at the Institute‘s Centre of Nanotechnology.The team
now plans animal studies for further evaluation.
The research work was supported by the Science and Engineering Research Board (SERB)
and Department of Biotechnology (DBT). A report on the findings was recently published in
journal Colloids and Surfaces B: Biointerfaces.
(This is from a syndicated feed from India Science Wire)
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Climate Records Captured Underground Confirm Indian
Landmass Is Warming
The new study shows a mean warming of 1º C since about 1860.

New Delhi: Scientists are literally looking into the ground for
clinching evidence of climate change. A new study of geothermal
records across India has shown that the country has experienced about
1º C of warming over the baseline mean temperature of the 19th
century.
The new study combines data from 146 sites collected by the Hyderabad-based National
Geophysical Research Institute (NGRI) across major climatic zones: interior peninsula,
east coast, west coast, north-central, north-east and north-west. It shows a mean warming
of 1º C since about 1860. The research results were reported in the October issue of the
journal Current Science in its October issue.
Warming trends are generally calculated using surface air temperature (SAT) information
recorded in meteorological stations. Recent studies based on meteorological data have
shown that the Indian landmass is warming. However, such data is available only for the
past 150 years or so. Moreover, it is not uniform since there are few meteorological
stations for a country of India‘s size. So in the absence of direct temperature data,
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scientists look for proxy records of climate change – those in tree rings and ice cores. This
data is not precise either and needs to be properly calibrated.
On the other hand, geothermal records – temperature change captured in the ground – can
provide accurate insights into past temperature changes. Scientists collect this data by
digging boreholes to over 150 meters in the ground at different locations. Temperature
varies with depth, and scientists say this data can provide a direct measure of changing
surface ground temperature averaged over long periods.
―This is so because of the thermal diffusion process. Earth continuously filters short period surface temperature changes on daily and annual timescales while retaining a record
of the long-term mean and the departures from it,‖ Vyasulu Venkata Akkiraju, a member
of the research team, explained to India Science Wire. He works at the Borehole
Geophysics Research Laboratory (BGRL) of the Ministry of Earth Sciences at Karad in
Maharashtra‘s Satara district.
The rocks below ground warm up due to natural heat Earth emits from its interior. At the
same time, the ground absorbs the heat from the surface. By plotting the heat outflow from
Earth‘s interior at different depths, scientists get a good idea of the temperature profile.
Downward diffusion of heat from the surface can cause deviations in this pattern. It is this
change that is captured to calculate the change in surface temperatures.
Collecting data through boreholes
The depth to which the temperature profile is disturbed in a given time period is governed
by Earth‘s thermal diffusivity. For typical rocks, a thermal front driven by surface
temperature can plunge up to about 15 meters in one year, 160 meters in 100 years and 500
meters in 1,000 years. In other words, the surface ground temperature history of Earth over
the last millennium is captured in the uppermost 500 meters of the crust.
When all 146 sites in peninsular India were considered, the mean temperature rise was
found to be 1º C over 129 years. Mean annual SAT data for 49 meteorological stations in
peninsular India for the period 1901-2006 was obtained from the India Meteorological
Department. When averaged, it showed a 0.5-0.7º C rise over the last century.
Climate researchers agree with the findings. ―Southern India has experienced a significant
warming over the past few decades,‖ said Vimal Mishra, of the Water and Climate Lab at
IIT Gandhinagar. ―This study confirms findings of previous studies that are generally
based on SAT observations. The borehole records show consistent and significant rise in
temperature over the last 100+ years, which now provides more confidence on the
warming temperatures and their potential implications associated with temperature and
precipitation extremes.‖
The NGRI has established a Geothermal Climate Change Observatory to study the
relationships between ground and air temperature changes over extended periods of time.
35

The research team included Vyasulu V. Akkiraju and Sukanta Roy of the BGRL, Karad,
and NGRI, Hyderabad, and Shalivahan of the Department of Geophysics, IIT Dhanbad.

Dinesh C. Sharma writes at India Science Wire and
tweets @dineshcsharma.
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Pune scientists tweak anti-cancer drug to make it more
effective
Kollegala Sharma Date: 13-Nov-2018

Dr. Dheeman Sarkar and Dr. S. Chakrabartyworking in the lab

Mysore, November 13 (India Science Wire): Cancer drugs are generally toxic and
result in serious side effects in patients. A group of Indian researchers have now redesigned
one such drug to get new chemicals which themselves may be potential anti-cancer and antibacterial drugs.
The group has synthesized several new compounds from Sunitinib, a drug used for treating
kidney cancers. At least one of them promises to be more effective than Sunitinib itself.
Although potent like other anti-cancer drugs Sunitinib causes serious side effects. Globally
chemists are working to tweak its structure to improve its potency while trying to reduce
toxic effects.
The chemical structure of Sunitinib has three parts - an indole-2 ring, a pyrrole structure and
an N-diethylaminoethyl-substituted-carboxamide group. ―The first two form the main body
while the third forms the active limb of the compound. While other groups have been trying
to modify the drug at the diethylaminoehtyl substituted carboxamide end, we looked at the
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indole-2 ring,‖ explained Sangeeta V. Jagtap, a member of the research team, while speaking
to India Science Wire.
―We replaced the indole-2-ring with different chemical structures such as acids, amides and
esters and carboxamide group with esters and carboxylic groups,‖ Dr Jagtap added. ―The
compounds where the carboxamide group was replaced with esters showed significant anticancer activity‖. In all, 21 compounds, seven each containing one of the three chemical
groups, have been synthesized. ―We then determined their structure and verified them using
nuclear magnetic resonance techniques,‖ she added.
The team then tested the compounds on different types of human cancer cells – prostate,
breast, cervical and monocyte. In addition, the new compounds have been tested on four
types of bacteria - Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus subtilis, Escherichia coli and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The tests revealed that seven of the newly synthesized compounds
were active against both cancer cells and bacteria. They were further tweaked to see if the
effect can be improved.
One of the compounds, code named 9g, seemed to be the most effective against both cancer
cells and bacterial agents ―Other compounds too showed potential anti-proliferation and
antibacterial activity. Further structural optimization of these compounds may offer new
anticancer drug―, researchers said.
Asked about future plans, Sangeeta said: ―The compounds are effective on cultured cells.
However, they need to be further tested on animal models and humans before they are used
as drugs. It might take another three to five years to all the tests.‖
Dr. Dheeman Sarkar, CSIR-National Chemical Laboratory, who evaluated the biological
activity of the new chemical agrees. ―We need to improve 9g against the intracellular target.
This is doable. As Sunitinib data is available, it will be faster to develop the molecule as
drug,‖ he said.
The research team included Dr. Sangeeta Jagtap, Nishant Rasul and Rahul Sonawane
(Baburaoji Gholap College, Pune); Amit S. Choudhari (Biocon Limited, Bengaluru) and
Shakti S. Chakraborty and Dhiman D. Sarkar (CSIR-National Chemical Laboratory, Pune).
The findings have been published in journal Chemistry Select. (India Science Wire).
The research was partly funded by Scientific and Engineering Research Board as a Post
doctoral fellowship.
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Balancing food demand and climate goals
RAGHU MURTUGUDDE

Innovations in food production are essential especially since growth rates have declined
for all cereals, besides soybeans, sugarcane and maize - Reuters

Oxford University study suggests reduction in meat consumption for
curbing emissions since calories from meat products demand
disproportionately high natural resources
MUMBAI, NOVEMBER 14
India‘s economic growth is expected to continue in the coming decades, bringing with it
increased per capita GDP and improved standards of living. India‘s population is also projected to
reach 1.6 billion by as early as 2036. The higher population and incomes are likely to come with
not only increased demand for food but also higher demand for food from animal products, along
with generation of more waste. The need for more food production will bring its own impact on
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and may thus create additional complications for India‘s
climate goals.
Agriculture adversely affects freshwater quality and quantity, land use and biodiversity and the
greenhouse gas levels. If India wants to increase its food production without missing its climate
targets then it will need new science and technology solutions, behavioural changes and
expansion of croplands without degrading forest cover. This may sound like a tall order but it is
attainable with early planning and concrete steps.
India has rightly recognized the importance of tackling climate change and reducing carbon
emissions for sustaining its economic growth and climate resilience. India‘s Intended Nationally
Determined Contributions (INDCs) under the Paris agreement aim to reduce its GDP emission
43

intensity by 33% to 35% from the 2005 level by 2030. GDP emission intensity is essentially the
increase in carbon emission for each point increase in GDP. India has also committed to create
additional carbon sinks of 2.5 to 3 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent through
afforestation. There is already evidence of some progress in increasing vegetation cover.
Oxford University study
A report of an Oxford University-led study in journal Nature as well as a recent report from FAO
have emphasized the need for the global food system to abandon the `business-as-usual‘ stance to
stay true to the `2oC warming‘ goal. Reduction in meat consumption is highly recommended for
reducing emissions and other environmental impacts since calories from meat products demand
disproportionately high natural resources. The co-effects on health are well-established as well.
However, cultural practices need to be kept in mind while raising awareness about negative
impacts of meat consumption. There is also a need to reduce loss and waste of staple crops at
production, transportation and consumption points. They are currently very high. Likewise, there
is a need to reduce ‗added sugar‘ in food items. This can reduce impacts on water and soil quality
and provide health benefits. This is of relevance especially for a country like India whose
population is genetically predisposed to diabetes and diabetes is already an epidemic.
Investments are needed for technological changes and in food production management to increase
yield, nitrogen utilization, phosphorus recycling, optimal irrigation and other smart agriculture
practices to reduce GHGs. Reducing enteric fermentation is also a high priority target for India
where livestock is a major component of food production. Limiting grains for bio-fuels and
appropriate pricing of food grains to account for externalities such as negative impacts on water
and environment are advocated. Protecting food security of the poor as well as preventing
undernourishment, micronutrient deficiency and obesity are critical in determining future
pathways to sustainable food production.
Innovations in food production
Innovations in food production are essential especially since growth rates have declined for all
cereals, besides soybeans, sugarcane and maize. While population growth is expected to decline
by 2050, per capita food expenditure as a percentage of per capita income is also likely to drop.
Cheaper food may lead to higher wastage unless awareness is raised. Food and agricultural
research should aim at sustainable and efficient food and agricultural systems, while also
increasing their resilience to climate change and extremes.
NAS report
A report from the US National Academy of Sciences (NAS) has brought out more specific
breakthroughs that would be needed in food and agricultural sciences by 2030. They include
increasing nutrient use efficiency, reducing soil loss, improving food, animal and crop genetics,
44

detection and prevention of plant and animal diseases and food-borne pathogens. Advances in
sensing technologies, data sciences, software tools, food and agriculture system models and
informatics, and precision breeding are necessary.
Despite the hesitation about genetically modified foods, capability of gene editing will be critical
for sustainably increasing food production and quality. There is need for focused research on the
role of animal, soil and plant microbiomes in crop production, animal feed efficiency, and the
resilience of food and agriculture to the vagaries of the monsoon as well as climate change and
extremes. The NAS report notes promising directions in crop and animal agriculture, soil and
water use efficiency and production, which are driven by genomics, nanotechnology, and novel
approaches in the integration of data, science, and technology.
India is poised to expand investment in science and technology education and training to develop
the requisite tools, facilities and workforce to navigate the future of food production sustainably
without deviating from its climate goals. Hopefully it will translate to a safe pathway for an
inclusive economic development.
[The writer is a professor of Atmospheric and Oceanic Science and Earth System Science at the
University of Maryland. He is currently a visiting professor at IIT Bombay.]
(India Science Wire)
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India & UK launch 5 year bilateral research initiative on cancer
The India-UK Cancer Research Initiative is a collaborative 5-year bilateral research initiative
by the Department of Biotechnology, Ministry of Science and Technology, India and Cancer
Research UK (CRUK) that will focus on affordable approaches to cancer
BioVoice Correspondent - November 15, 2018

New Delhi: A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for the partnership between
Department of Biotechnology and Cancer Research UK for the India-UK Cancer Research
Initiative was signed on 14th November in New Delhi.
The India-UK Cancer Research Initiative is a collaborative 5-year bilateral research initiative
by the Department of Biotechnology, Ministry of Science and Technology, India and Cancer
Research UK (CRUK) that will focus on affordable approaches to cancer. Both CRUK and
DBT will invest £5m each in this 5-year pilot, and seek further investment from other
potential funding partners.
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The India-UK Cancer Research Initiative will identify a core set of research challenges that
address issues of affordability, prevention and care of cancer by bringing together leading
Indian and UK experts across clinical research, demographic research, new technologies and
physical sciences. The initiative will provide funding to develop new research alliances and
undertake impactful research to enable significant progress against cancer outcomes.
This is a follow up of the joint statement issued by the Prime Ministers of India and UK
during the visit of Prime Minister of India, Narendra Modi to UK on April 18, 2018. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi had then stated, ―As thriving democracies, we share a desire to work
closely together and with all who share our objective to support a rules-based international
order that upholds agreed international norms, global peace and stability. Together the UK
and India are a force for good in an uncertain world. We are sharing our experience and
knowledge to tackle global challenges. India‘s Department of Biotechnology (DBT) and
Cancer Research UK propose to launch a £10 million bilateral research initiative which will
focus on low cost approaches to cancer treatment.‖
Speaking at the launch of this initiative, Secretary, DBT, Dr Renu Swarup, said , ―Cancer is a
global epidemic that requires radically new approaches through inter-disciplinary and multinational efforts. The India-UK Cancer Research Initiative will provide a catalysing platform
for scientists and researchers in the UK and India to co-create solutions for affordable cancer
care that improve cancer outcomes around the globe. At DBT our priority is to apply science
to solving complex challenges that benefit all humanity and we are glad to be partnering with
CRUK to support research across all stages of cancer from prevention to cure to addres the
formidable challenge of cancer.‖
Nick Grant, Cancer Research UK‘s executive director of international partnerships, on the
occasion said that no country escapes the impact of cancer, with millions around the world
diagnosed with the disease every year and we need to bring together the brightest scientific
minds across the world, breaking down barriers to address the challenge of cancer globally.
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The India-UK Cancer Research Initiative was launched today at the Inaugural Researchers‘
Summit, which is being held in New Delhi from November 14th to November 16th, 2018. The
summit will facilitate knowledge sharing and communication among scientists, researchers,
epidemiologists, clinicians, public health professionals and industry in the field of oncology.
The research phases of the India-UK Cancer Research Initiative will be overseen by a board
of advisors comprising five cancer experts each from India and UK. Prof David Hunter of the
University of Oxford and Dr C S Pramesh of the Tata Memorial Hospital will serve
respectively as Chair and Co-chair of the India-UK Cancer Research Initiative‘s Advisory
Panel.
The India-UK Cancer Research Initiative provides an opportunity to tackle the global
epidemic of cancer by opening new pathways for international knowledge exchange and
research base. The research outcomes of this initiative will aid cancer prevention, control and
management in the long term. The joint investment by both countries in this initiative is a
testament to the emerging consensus that solutions to affordable cancer care lie in building
strategic and evidence-based research partnerships that benefit the global cancer community.
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Groundwater exploitation linked to rise in
India's carbon emissions: study
Billions of liters of groundwater pumped out contributes to carbon emissions in 2 ways - emissions
released due to pumps and carbon dioxide released due to bicarbonate extraction

By Dinesh C Sharma Last Updated: Thursday 15 November 2018

The annual carbon dioxide emission from groundwater in India is between 2 to 7% of the total
annual carbon dioxide emissions from India.Credit: Getty Images

Over-extraction of groundwater is a major environmental challenge in many parts of India. It
is not only leading to rapid decline in groundwater reserves but also contributing to India‘s
carbon emissions, a new study has warned.
Billions of liters of groundwater pumped out every year contributes to carbon emissions in
two ways - emissions released due to the pumps used for extracting water and carbon dioxide
released due to bicarbonate extraction. Most of the groundwater reserves or aquifers contain
sand, gravel, clay, and calcite. Hydron ions react with calcite and create bicarbonate and
calcium. When groundwater is exposed to the atmosphere, carbon dioxide is released while
calcite is precipitated.
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Researchers at the Indian Institute of Technology, Gandhinagar, have assessed carbon
emissions due to pumping as well as bicarbonate extraction using data related to energy
requirement of pumping and chemistry of the groundwater. They have found that the total
(pumping and bicarbonate) estimated annual carbon dioxide emission from groundwater in
India is between 2 to 7 per cent of the total annual carbon dioxide emissions from India.
The total carbon emissions from the groundwater sector have been estimated to be between
32 to 131 million tonnes a year. The carbon dioxide emissions due to bicarbonate (about 0.72
million tons per year) are far less than by those due to groundwater pumping (31 to 131
million tons per year) in India, according to the study.
The estimates are based on data from the Central Ground Water Board (CGWB) and GRACE
(Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment) satellite mission of NASA. The data covered
groundwater well parameters like specific yield, bicarbonate concentration and use of electric
pumps. CGWB monitors groundwater tables at 24,000 locations across the country. The
board also monitors groundwater quality in the pre-monsoon season when the concentrations
of bicarbonate ions are maximum.
The distribution on pumps, which are predominantly used for irrigation, for each state at
different depths was obtained from the census of minor irrigation. This helped in calculating
energy required for groundwater pumping. Electric pumps cover about 70 per cent of the total
available pumping energy sources in the country. However, the Gangetic plain region is
dominated by diesel pumps.
The researchers also conducted a field survey of 500 farmers in Punjab. ―We find that a lowcost intervention for irrigation scheduling based on soil moisture information can provide a
sustainable solution by reducing groundwater pumping and carbon emissions,‖ researchers
said.
India is the world‘s largest groundwater user, withdrawing about 230 billion cubic meters of
groundwater annually for irrigation. The total estimated groundwater depletion in India is in
the range of 122 to 199 billion cubic meters. A large part of the country has over 60 per cent
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of the total area irrigated with groundwater. Most such areas are in the Indo-Gangetic Plain,
northwestern, central, and western parts of India. Some regions (western India and IndoGangetic Plain) have more than 90 per cent of their area irrigated with groundwater.
―The environmental problem of groundwater depletion in India is much more serious than
carbon dioxide emissions associated with it, and hence there is an urgent need for a regulation
of groundwater use,‖ said Dr Vimal Mishra, a member of the research team, while speaking
to India Science Wire.
―The warning about carbon emissions from groundwater extraction is an important reminder
that every human activity has multiple impacts and can have unintended consequences,‖
commented Raghu Murtugudde, professor of atmospheric and oceanic science and earth
system science at University of Maryland and currently a visiting professor at IIT Bombay.
―We also need to keep a close eye on other factors like equal access for all stakeholders and
increased fluoride and arsenic due to mining deeper for groundwater.‖
The research team included Vimal Mishra and Akarsh Asoka (Indian Institute of Technology
Gandhinagar); Kamal Vatta (Columbia International Project Trust, New Delhi) and Upmanu
Lall (Columbia University, New York). The study has been published in journal Earth’s
Future.

(India Science Wire)
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Cellulose Nanofibres Can Help In Controlled Release Of
Pesticides
NOVEMBER 17, 2018

Scientists at Pune-based National Chemical Laboratory (NCL) of Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research (CSIR) have developed an environment-friendly controlled released
formulation system for applying agrochemicals in agricultural fields.
The system has been developed by blending sugarcane bagasse with gelatinized maize starch
and urea formaldehyde to form nanocomposite granules. As a model system, the researchers
have encapsuled Dimethyl phthalate (DMP), an insect repellent and ecto-parasiticide, within
the granules.
The growing problem of micro-plastic pollution has made it necessary to focus more on
producing controlled release systems based on biodegradable microcapsules from sustainable
feed stocks. The new system developed by the scientists of Polymer Science and Engineering
Division at NCL is a move in that direction.
Explaining the mechanism of the system, research team leader, Dr. Kadhiravan
Shanmuganathan, said that when the granules were applied in the field, the starch in them
absorbs water, swells and releases the pesticide at a controlled rate. Addition of cellulose
nanofibres from bagasse enhanced the efficiency of the system.
When starch alone is used, the initial rate of DMP release was high. It subsequently slows
down and reaches a plateau after about half the DMP is released. ―The system with cellulose
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nanofibers, on the other hand, releases DMP slowly in the beginning and releases 90 % of
DMP, as more water is absorbed due to its hydrophilic nature. Cellulose nanofibres also
control the pore size of starch granules and hence DMP release,‖ Dr Shanmuganathan, told
India Science Wire.
As the release rate of the active agent depends on the level of water absorption, different type
of controlled release formulation systems can be developed depending on the type of soil,
irrigation pattern and moisture content of the soil.
Dr Shanmuganathan and team is researching to make use of controlled release formulations
for control of weeds in sugarcane crops and has submitted a proposal in this regard to the
Department of Science and Technology‘s Nano Mission.

Source- India Science Wire but edited by Clean-Future Team
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Research Stash

Researchers Develop Transgenic Rice with Reduced
Arsenic Accumulation
Arsenic accumulation in rice grains is one of the serious agricultural issues in India. To
address this, researchers at Lucknow- based CSIR-National Botanical Research Institutehave
developed transgenic rice by inserting a novel fungal gene, which results in reduced arsenic
accumulation in rice grain.

IMAGE: Team of researchers at NBRI, Lucknow.
In their latest study, researchers have cloned Arsenic methyltransferase (WaarsM) gene from
a soil fungus, Westerdykell aurantiaca, and inserted the same into the rice genome with the
help of Agrobacterium tumefaciens, a soil bacterium which has natural ability to alter the
plant‘s genetic makeup.
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The newly developed transgenic rice along with normal rice was then treated with arsenic.
Comparison of transgenic and non-transgenic rice showed that transgenic plants accumulated
less arsenic in root as well as shoot as compared to non-transgenic lines.
Researchers found that the resulting transgenic plant acquired the potential for methylating
inorganic arsenic to a variety of harmless organic species, including volatile arsenicals. This
could be a potential strategy for developing transgenic rice capable of low arsenic
accumulation not only in grain but also in straw and feed which are used for livestock.
Now the team is focusing on food safety test and field trials, subject to regulatory approvals.
In addition, researchers are also looking for gaps in arsenic metabolism in rice which will
ultimately lead to understanding arsenic uptake and metabolism in rice.
―Our study provides an understanding of arsenic transport mechanism in plants,
predominantly rice grain. This knowledge can be applied to develop practices to decrease the
accumulation of arsenic in rice grain by molecular breeding, gene editing or transgenic
approaches. It can have tremendous public health consequences‖, explained Dr.Debasis
Chakarabarty said while speaking to India Science Wire.
The research team is involved in developing biotechnological methods for reducing arsenic
accumulation in rice grain. In the past, it has shown a transgenic approach in which
phytochelatin synthase from Ceratophyllum demersum (an aquatic plant) was expressed in
rice. Transgenic lines showed enhanced accumulation of arsenic in roots and shoot but less in
grains.
They also described that overexpression of OsGrx_C7 (a protein found in rice) enhanced
tolerance to arsenite and reduced arsenite accumulation in seeds and shoots of rice. Recently,
they have shown that OsPRX38 transgenics accumulate less arsenic due to high lignification
in root which acts as a barrier for arsenic entry in transgenic plants.
―A large number of people are affected by arsenic toxicity, it is imperative to develop rice
with lesser arsenic content and high yield. In this background, biotechnological methods such
as modulating the expression of Arsenic metabolism-related genes in rice will be a fruitful
and practical approach to decrease arsenic accumulation‖, added Dr. Chakarabarty

The research team included Shikha Verma, Pankaj Kumar Verma, Maria Kidwai, Manju Shri,
Rudra Deo Tripathi and Dr. Debasis Chakrabarty (CSIR-National Botanical Research
Institute); Alok Kumar Meher and Amit Kumar Bansiwal (National Environmental
Engineering Research Institute). The recent research results have been published in the
Journal of Hazardous Materials. (India Science Wire)By Yogesh Sharma
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Nanosheets: Chemical reagents
Surprise discovery for Indian scientists from IIT Gandhinagar who reveal that boron-rich
nanosheets are chemical reagents too

Dinesh C Sharma21 Nov 2018 10:21 PM
Extremely tiny materials — a millionth of a human hair — is allowing scientists to create
new materials and think of innovative applications for them. A group of Indian scientists has
developed a nanosheet which can also act as a chemical reducing agent. The discovery can
have potential applications in energy storage devices and next-generation sensors.
The research team at the Indian Institute of Technology, Gandhinagar, has found that boronrich nanosheets, developed by them earlier this year, can also act as a chemical reagent.
During experiments, researchers noticed that boron nanosheets could remain afloat in water
for long durations. The nanosheets, they found, remained afloat due to hydride groups
borrowed from the water. This observation led them to a new idea — using nanosheets in
place of sodium borohydride, a popular reagent used to chemically reduce gold salt. When
gold salt was introduced in the dispersion of boron-rich nanosheets, it instantly reduced and
formed gold nanoparticles onto nanosheets without the need of any external help.

They found that this can be extended to synthesise platinum and silver nanoparticles by
dipping nanosheets in their respective salt solutions. This means boron-rich nanosheets can
68

function as nanoscale factories to manufacture nanoparticles by using metal ions as raw
material.
"The formation of nanohybrids with gold and graphene provides the proof of the concept that
the inherent reducing character of these nanosheets can be availed to create diverse mixeddimensional heterostructures in solution," researchers observed in their study in journal
Nanoscale, published by the Royal Society of Chemistry. "Our initial experiments indicate
that the noble metal nanoparticle-nanosheet hybrids are excellent electrocatalysts for
hydrogen evolution reaction.
" Dr Kabeer Jasuja, who led the research team, said "this is the first example of a nanosheet
that is also a reducing agent and presents a new perspective on the chemistry of nanosheets.
Our work suggests that we can now design a wide range of boron-based nanohybrids in a test
tube. We have shown this capability by preparing a borophene-graphene like interface in the
solution. The concurrence of reducing nature and planarity makes these nanosheets an
intriguing alternative over conventional reducing agents."
"In essence, we have tamed down the otherwise reactive reducing agent borohydride by
virtue of nanosheets. This means that now we have access to a mild reducing agent for
selective reduction of electron rich organic moieties. This research has the potential to open
up new avenues in organic synthesis that will be crucial for pharmaceutical and polymer
industries," added Dr Arnab Dutta, a member of the research team.
(Courtesy: India Science Wire. The work was supported by seed funding from IIT
Gandhinagar, INSPIRE Faculty Award Research Grant, and Core research Grant from the
Department of Science and Technology. The team included Asha Liza James, Shikha
Khandelwal, Dr Arnab Dutta and Dr Kabeer Jasuja. The views expressed are strictly
personal)
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Scientists look to mathematics to make
cancer treatment more effective

By Monika Kundu Srivastava

November 21, 2018

Scientists at the Pune-based National Chemical Laboratory (NCL) of Council of Scientific
and Industrial Research (CSIR) have developed a mathematical model that promises to
deliver better protocols for cancer treatment.
The model has three main components — one for core tumour and other cells that
subsequently get affected by cancer; the second for immune stimulators or boosters that help
protect normal cells from getting affected; and the third for immune suppressors or
dampeners that allow cancer to spread. The model describes most of the ways by which the
three ‗actors‘ could affect or influence each other.
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It is expected to be of significance as treatment protocols could be developed based on
accurate calculations, thus avoiding the preventable and uncomfortable side-effects of cancer
treatment, researchers said.
A cancer tumour consists mainly of cancer stem cells (94.6%), followed by cancer cells
(4.5%), resistant cancer cells (1%) and drug-resistant stem cells (0.001%). The stem cells,
depending on the kind of stimulation received, are capable of changing into any type of cell
and multiply rapidly. The spread of the disease can be limited significantly, if within 400
days of tumour detection cancer stem cells can be stopped from multiplying and resistant
cancer cells stopped from changing into cancer stem cells and drug-resistant stem cells
respectively.
After 400 days, when the cells multiply rapidly, it becomes difficult to treat. Many structural
changes happen due to mutation, breakages and other factors, which can result in the cells
becoming resistant to traditional drugs or radiation and treatment becomes ineffective.
Researchers tested two treatment protocols based on various interactions: one using only
radiation and medication while the second included immunotherapy. They found that there
was vast improvement in latter protocol in the form of a huge reduction in multiplication rate
of tumour cells. This was because radiation had no effect on resistant stem cells, and
chemotherapy impacted both stem and cancer resistant cells. Immunotherapy, on the other
hand, was found to be beneficial both at early and later stages. In the early stage (till 400
days), it did not allow the number of resistant cells to increase and in later stages it did not
allow the tumour to have its full effect due to an increase in the number of protective cells
fighting cancer cells.
―The model can be used as a potential tool for the prediction of cancer prognosis and
calculation of fold changes in the tumour subpopulations in response to a new treatment
regimen. The study opens up new avenues for further research in cancer treatment,‖
researchers said.
Commenting on the new model, Dr. Radhika Nair, Ramanujan Faculty Fellow at the Rajiv
Gandhi Centre for Biotechnology, Thiruvananthapuram, said it was a novel study and the
model could be applied to most cancers.
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Researchers at National Chemical Laboratory (NCL), Pune

―The mathematical basis can help predict optimal drug dosage and treatment cycles which
can have a huge benefit in avoiding unnecessary side effects of treatment. The model can also
tell us how much intra-tumor heterogeneity as well as drug resistant cell population evolves
in response to a new treatment regimen, that is, how the cancer might progress,‖ Dr Nair
said.However,she said, while researchers have verified the model with known experimental
data, it is essential to prove its clinical applicability as patients may have a unique
manifestation of the disease.
The scientists – PiyaliGanguli and Ram Rup Sarkar of Chemical Engineering and Process
Development Division at NCL – have published findings of their research in journal, PLOS
One. The work was funded by the Science and Engineering Research Board (SERB).
(India Science Wire)
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Indian scientists develop highly sensitive and rapid
tests for detection of tuberculosis
Updated Nov 26, 2018 | 16:17 IST | Times Now Digital
Scientists at the Translational Health Science and Technology Institute (THSTI) and All India
Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, have jointly developed highly sensitive & rapid tests
for detection of TB.

New Delhi: Tuberculosis (TB) continues to be one of the leading causes of death
worldwide. According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), some 10 million people
across the world fell ill with TB in 2017, and 1.6 million died from the disease. India, which
saw an estimated 28 lakh cases occurred and 4.8 lakh people died due to the disease in 2015,
accounts for one-fourth of the global TB burden. Offering hope of finding tuberculosis early,
scientists at the Translational Health Science and Technology Institute (THSTI) and All India
Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, have jointly developed highly sensitive and rapid
tests for detection of TB infection in lungs and surrounding membranes, says a report in India
Science Wire. Early detection and treatment are crucial to prevent the spread, outbreaks, and
development of resistance.
Tuberculosis is an infectious disease caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis. It commonly
affects the lungs, but can also affect other parts of the body. It spreads from person to person
through inhalation of infected air - when people who are infected with TB cough, sneeze they
propel the germs into the air. According to the report, when the bacteria attack the lungs, the
disease manifests itself as pulmonary form or pulmonary TB - the most common form of TB.
But in 2016, about 15% of new patients were found infected with extrapulmonary TB where
organs other than the lungs may be affected. Read - Tuberculosis breakthrough: 'Game
changer' TB drug cures 9 out of 10 patients, say researchers
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Till date, the detection of all forms of TB is mostly based on sputum smear microscopy and
culture tests. Although smear microscopy is inexpensive and simple, it has low sensitivity. A
culture test is highly sensitive but takes 2 to 8 weeks to get results. For detection of bacterial
proteins in sputum samples, conventional diagnostic tests use antibodies. And such tests
suffer from limitations including batch-to-batch variability, limited shelf-life, and cost said
the report.
However, to help address the shortcomings in the present testing protocol, the researchers
developed two DNA aptamer-based tests - Aptamer Linked Immobilized Sorbent Assay
(ALISA) and Electrochemical Sensor (ECS) for detecting a bacterial protein in the sputum.
Aptamers are DNA, RNA or peptide molecules that bind to a specific target molecule. They
can be used for both basic research and clinical purposes as macromolecular drugs. Aptamers
bind the right target (which defines sensitivity) and at the same time rule out any non-specific
binding to other targets.
In the present work, the researchers compared the performance of the newly developed tests
with antibody-based tests in 314 sputum samples. The found that ALISA produced 92%
sensitivity compared to the antibody-based method that showed 68% sensitive. The team
used ALISA to detect a bacterial protein, HspX. But it took five hours for the researchers to
yield results as the method requires sputum immobilisation which is a time-consuming step.
So the team developed a simplified ECS test. In this technique, the team immobilized the
aptamer with an electrode, and upon binding to HspX in the sputum sample, a drop in the
electrical signal was recorded.
According to the researchers, the ECS test can be used for screening of samples in the field. It
takes as less as 30 minutes to deliver results and is highly sensitive. The ECS test could also
detect HspX protein in 91% of the samples tested in the study. In addition, there is no need
for sputum sample preparation which is a complex and time-consuming process, said the
report.
―We aim to develop aptamers for detection of multiple bacterial proteins simultaneously
which is expected to lead a more robust test,‖ said Tarun Sharma, a member of the research
team.
―The aptamer-based screening tests for pulmonary TB, pleural TB, and TB meningitis hold
immense promise for a country like India, where the disease burden in high and primary
health care is only a dream for many. The ECS platform could be used in a mobile screening
van at the point-of-care,‖ added Jaya Tyagi, who led the research team AIIMS. ―We hope that
these tests are adopted by the TB programs in the country,‖ she added.
In the study, the team used the aptamer-based test also for detection of pleural TB, the second
most prevalent form of extrapulmonary TB. The researchers note the early diagnosis of
pleural TB is limited by the availability of a sensitive and rapid test. The performance of
existing DNA-based tests varies widely due to low bacterial load in the pleural fluid sample.
―There is no test for making a confirmed diagnosis of pleural TB. Even WHO-endorsed Gene
Xpert has a poor sensitivity of 22%. On the contrary, our aptamer-based test for pleural TB
showed 93% sensitivity and is cost-effective,‖ explained Sagarika Haldar, a member of the
research team, was quoted as saying by

India Science Wire.
The results were published in the journals ACS Infectious
Diseases and Analytical Biochemistry.
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New study questions Kerala flood link with climate
change
Date: 28-Nov-2018

Dinesh C Sharma
New Delhi, November 27 (India Science Wire): The frequency and intensity of extreme
weather events in India appears to be going up, as projected by various scientific assessments on
climate change. But it may not be right to connect every such event with climate change, as pointed
out
by
a
new
study
on
the
recent
Kerala
floods.
The study, done by researchers at the Water and Climate Lab at Indian Institute of Technology
Gandhinagar, is based on analysis of data relating to rainfall, temperature and extreme events in
Kerala between 1951 and 2017 as well as model simulations.
During this period, Kerala saw significant decline in monsoon rainfall and increase in temperature
during monsoon months. There was also a decline in occurrence of heavy rainfall over one or two
days. It means Kerala witnessed drying and warming during the monsoon season since 1951.
―Since we do not find any increase in the mean or extreme monsoon season precipitation during
1951-2017, attributing 2018 flood in Kerala to climate change can be difficult. Despite the significant
warming observed in the last 66 years, the mean and extreme precipitation and total runoff have not
82

increased,‖ researchers, Dr Vimal Mishra and Harsh L Shah, have observed in their study published in
the Journal of Geological Society of India.
Instead, the study says, the 2018 extreme precipitation and flood events might have been caused due
to anomalous large-scale circulation features. Earlier studies have shown impact of deforestation on
monsoon rainfall in the Western Ghats. Changes in land use and land cover also affect hydrological
conditions, which in turn, can affect flood peaks and inundation. Still ―how much impact historic land
cover change in Kerala had on the severity of flood in August 2018 is yet to be understood,‖ the study
says.
―The situation of reservoirs might have played a key role in at least worsening the flood situation,‖
researchers said. The group had earlier reported that excess rainfall caused ‗above normal‘ reservoir
storage prior to the extreme rainfall on August 15 and 16. ―The extreme precipitation in catchments of
major reservoirs forced reservoir operators to open the gates and release considerable amount of
stored water, which might have added to the severity of floods,‖ the study says.
However, other climate experts do not agree saying that all extreme weather events need not be a
result of local warming.
―The study is not focused on the mechanism that produced the extremes rain. I do not agree with the
speculation that it is part of natural variability just because this far Kerala has not seen an increase in
mean or extremes. The entire process of loading the atmosphere with moisture because of warming is
precisely that a one-in-a-hundred or fifty year event can begin to occur more frequently. So we need
to get to the processes that pumped moisture in and that goes back to the work of Roxy Mathew Koll
at IITM on the Arabian Sea warming supplying moisture for increase in widespread monsoons,‖
pointed out Raghu Murtugudde, professor of Atmospheric and Oceanic Science and Earth System
Science at the University of Maryland and visiting professor at IIT Bombay.

(India Science Wire)
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Green technique can convert Plaster of Paris waste
into useful products
By Dr. Vaishali Lavekar November 27, 2018

New Delhi, November 27: A team of scientists has developed a technique that promises to
help recycle Plaster of Paris waste from hospitals and other medical centres in a simple, ecofriendly and economical way.
The new technique is non-toxic. It disinfects waste and converts it into useful products like
ammonium sulphate and calcium bicarbonate. It can be used as a green alternative to the
currently used method of incineration. The technique can also be used to disintegrate PoP
waste from idols immersed in water bodies. It has been developed by Pune-based National
Chemical Laboratory (CSIR-NCL) and Jalna campus of Mumbai-based Institute of Chemical
Technology.
POP waste is a hazardous waste generated from hospitals and other medical centres. It is
mainly used for setting broken or fractured bones or for making casts in dentistry. The waste
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is loaded with bacteria and needs disinfection. It affects not only the environment but also
people who collect, segregate and dispose it.
Typically such waste from hospitals is collected by municipal waste collectors and
incinerated. Incineration generates toxic gases and heavy metals, resulting in air and soil
pollution.
The new technique involves treatment with ammonium bicarbonate (ABC) solution with a
concentration of 20 percent. The solution was found to disintegrate the waste into high value
and non-toxic chemicals such as ammonium sulphate and calcium bicarbonate in the form of
sludge in 24 hours to 36 hours at room temperature.
Ammonium sulphate can be utilized as nitrogen fertilizer, fire-extinguishing powder, and in
industries like pharmaceutical, textile and wood pulp. Calcium carbonate can be used in
metallurgy industry, mainly in steel manufacturing.
―The 20% solution of ammonium bicarbonate also exhibits antibacterial and antifungal
property. It could kill 99.9% microbes present in POP waste samples within three hours. The
solution also degrades bio-films formed on plaster, especially in orthopedic wastes. This
method can prove helpful in villages and remote areas where biomedical waste disposal
facilities are not available,‖ explained team leader Dr. Mahesh Dharne while speaking
to India Science Wire.
The technique was also found useful to disintegrate idols made of Plaster of Paris. The Pune
Municipal Corporation has shown interest in using it for tackling the problem of pollution
because of immersion of idols in rivers and other water bodies.
The research team included G. R. Navale, K. N. Gohil, K. R. Puppala, Dr. S. Umbarkar
and Dr. M. S. Dharne from CSIR-NCL and Dr S S Shinde from ICT. The study results have
been published in the International Journal of Environmental Science and Technology.

(India Science Wire)
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Immunotherapy may offer ray of hope for
triple negative breast cancer patients
RADHIKA NAIR

This is a notoriously aggressive form of disease and those suffering from it have slim chance of
survival
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM, NOVEMBER 29

Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women worldwide with over two million
new cases diagnosed in 2018. There are different types of breast cancers, mainly classified
based on the expression of certain proteins like Estrogen Receptor (ER), Progesterone
Receptor (PR) and Her2 (human epidermal growth factor receptor 2).
Drugs have been specifically developed to target these proteins on cancer cells. For example,
women with ER positive breast cancer are treated with a drug called Tamoxifen which blocks
the action of ER and has given hope to millions of women. Some breast cancers, however, do
not express any of these three proteins (ER, PR or Her2) and are classified as Triple Negative
Breast Cancer (TNBC).
TNBC is a notoriously aggressive form of breast cancer and those suffering from it have slim
chance of survival. It is more likely to occur in younger women. This type of breast cancer
accounts for approximately 15% of total breast cancer cases. Its incidence in India, however,
is higher (27.9%) compared to other regions of the world.
Traditionally, chemotherapy which involves administration of a range of drugs to prevent
cancer cells from uncontrolled growth has been the standard of care for TNBC. Despite
treatment, TNBC patients show high rates of reappearance of the disease which unfortunately
leads to untimely death. Hence there is an urgent need for better therapies in treating TNBC.
Immunotherapy
Immunotherapy, which boosts the immune system of the body, has shown a great deal of
promise in treating certain cancers and is now being recognised as a potential therapeutic
approach in TNBC too. It uses the body‘s own molecules or synthetically produced
substances that enhance or restore immune system.
One recently developed type of immunotherapy uses a class of drugs called checkpoint
inhibitors, which exploits key surface molecules on T cells, which are a major weapon of the
89

human body‘s immune system. James P Allison and Tasuku Honjo were awarded the 2018
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for their work that led to the discovery of novel
molecules which led to the development of immunotherapy.
A new study published recently in New England Journal of medicine (NEJM) by Peter
Schmid of Barts Cancer Institute, Queen Mary University of London, and his colleagues, has
found that combining immunotherapy with chemotherapy could improve the outcome for
some advanced triple negative breast cancer patients.
More than 900 patients with untreated metastatic (where the cancer has spread to other parts
of the body like the lungs) TNBC were enrolled in a phase III clinical trial and randomly
assigned to receive Nab-Paclitaxel, a chemotherapeutic drug used to treat breast cancer either
with a placebo (no immunotherapy drug) or in combination with Atezolizumab, a drug
belonging to the checkpoint inhibitor class of immunotherapy drugs.
In the body, immune T cells express a surface molecule called PD-1 which can attach with
another molecule called PD-L1 present on other cells. This attachment conveys to T cells that
the other cell is not to be destroyed and hence prevents them from being attacked by the
immune system. Some cancer cells very cleverly exploit this in a Trojan horse-like manner
by having more PD-L1 molecules on their surface and hence escape an immune attack. The
immunotherapy drug, Atezolizumab, works by blocking PD-L1 molecules on cancer cells
and thus prevents them from conveying wrong signals to immune cells.
Combination therapy
However, there are significant drawbacks in this study. The combination therapy was found
to increase the average survival to 25 months as against 15.5 months. But cancer cells had to
have a high level of PD-L1 molecules on their surface which may not be so in all patients.
This means there is a need to check the status of PD-L1 receptor in patients before
commencing the therapy.
In addition, it must be considered that side effects associated with combination therapy are
more severe than for single agent chemotherapy. Also the cost of such personalised
immunotherapy could be extremely high with one round of therapy being ₹ 1 lakh to ₹ 13
lakh.
Immunotherapy is still evolving in developing nations like India and is now being offered in
just a few treatment centres and that too primarily for solid tumours like prostate, breast,
renal, colon, hepatocellular carcinoma, colorectal, oral, lung and ovarian. Although this is
only the first large clinical trial involving immunotherapy and more studies are required, the
positive findings shine a ray of hope for TNBC patients.
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(The writer is a Ramanujan Faculty Fellow at the Rajiv Gandhi Centre for Biotechnology,
Thiruvananthapuram)
(India Science Wire)
Published on November 29, 2018
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This is how hot stars evolve in Globular Clusters in the
Milky Way
AstroSat unravels the nature of the special kinds of stars
By Niruj Mohan Ramanujam
Last Updated: Thursday 29 November 2018

The picture of NGC 288 in the optical (left side; credit: ESO/DSS) shows numerous sun-like cooler stars and it is hard to

locate hot stars. The image of the same cluster in the ultraviolet (right side, taken by UVIT, yellow is the near-UV and white

is the far-UV image; credit: Snehalata Sahu) shows only hot stars as the cooler stars become undetectable.

Indian astronomers have peered deep into the Globular Cluster NGC 288, using the
Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (UVIT) on AstroSat to uncover the nature of special kinds of
stars.
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The image of this cluster is the AstroSat Picture of the Month for November. AstroSat is
India's first dedicated multi-wavelength space observatory launched by the Indian Space
Research Organisation in 2015.
Galaxies are made of innumerable stars, some of which are single, like our Sun while others
are grouped together in clusters. Our Milky Way has over 150 Globular Clusters. These are
clusters of hundreds of thousands of stars held together by their own gravity, packed into a
size of only few tens of light years. They orbit the centre of the Milky Way as one unit. NGC
288, located around 30000 light years from the earth is one such Globular Cluster that was
imaged by UVIT in three different 'ultraviolet colours'.
―Stars are not unchanging objects. They are born, they evolve through various stages of their
life, and then they die,‖ explains Snehalata Sahu, a Ph.D. student at Bangalore-based Indian
Institute of Astrophysics and lead author of research paper on NGC 288 published in Monthly
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society.
Stars of different masses go through different paths in their evolution. As they do so, their
intrinsic luminosity as well as their surface temperature (and hence colour) changes in
different ways depending on their mass. Astronomers name different types of stars which are
in various phases of their evolution, by their location in this luminosity versus temperature
plot. This study has thrown up interesting results for two such kinds of stars, the Blue
Horizontal Branch (BHB) stars and the Blue Straggler (BS) stars in the cluster NGC 288.
All stars in a Globular Cluster are born together, and are of the same age. They are also
about the same distance from us. ―Hotter stars are bluer and are bright in the ultraviolet (UV),
where they are best studied,‖ said Professor Annapurni Subramaniam, a co-author of the
paper.
UVIT has the unique capability of imaging a large field of view with high resolution. ―This
helped us not only image the entire cluster up to its outer most regions but also isolate every
individual hot star even in the crowded centre of the cluster,‖ she added. This gave
researchers advantage over previous ultraviolet studies of such clusters. They could measure
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near-UV and far-UV brightness of 115 HB stars, 68 BS stars and 2 Extreme HB (EHB) stars
in NGC 288. Combining this data with already known optical properties of these stars, they
could accurately model each of these UV-bright stars individually, and derive their
temperatures as well.
―We first looked at the UV properties of the bluer HB stars and could easily distinguish
between those stars cooler than 11500 degrees and those that are hotter,‖ said Sahu. ―This
change in stellar properties at 11500 degrees is due to atomic diffusion, which alters chemical
make-up of outer layers of the star. We have now shown that this break can be easily
identified from ultraviolet measurements of these stars and this method can now be used for
other clusters as well.‖
Professor Kameswara Rao, a co-author of the study, explained that the team could calculate
the mass and size of the EHB stars as well. ―We were able to identify these as sub-dwarf
stars, about five times smaller than our Sun, but more than five times hotter. This was
possible mainly because we could measure their ultraviolet properties‖.
The location of stars within a globular cluster changes with time as heavier ones settle into
the centre. Blue Straggler or BS stars are interesting in themselves. In crowded centres of
Globular Clusters, some stars swallow matter from a companion star and sometimes two stars
merge to form a new one too. Astronomers believe that BS stars are formed this way, and
that‘s why their ultraviolet properties are so different. By calculating the mass of each BS star
from their ultraviolet data, and by studying their locations in the cluster, researchers could
infer the nature of the motion of the stars within the cluster, otherwise known as its
dynamical age.
―We have now shown that ultraviolet imaging of Globular Clusters is the easiest and clearest
way to study the properties of some of these hot stars with peculiar properties. The superior
resolution and large field of view of UVIT will prove crucial in understanding the evolution
of these kinds of stars,‖ said Rao.
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The study was conducted by Snehalata Sahu, Annapurni Subramaniam and Kameswara Rao
from the Indian Institute of Astrophysics, along with Patrick Cote and Peter Stetson from the
National Research Council of Canada.
AstroSat Pictures of the Month (APOM) is a joint initiative of the Public Outreach and
Education Committee (POEC) of the Astronomical Society of India and AstroSat Training
and Outreach Team. APOM helps in bringing higher energy sky seen by AstroSat closer to
people through images. All APOMs are archived.

(India Science Wire)
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